CASEMENT FASTENER
FOR USE ON WINDOWS TO PROVIDE WEATHERTIGHT FASTENING. IDEAL FOR FASTENING LOUVERED AND SMALL DOORS.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
TOOLS REQUIRED: Hammer, small chisel, pencil and saw.

1. Position fastener in desired location. Using 7/64" bit, drill holes and secure loosely.
2. For rim strike application (A) - Position strike to align with fastener, mark and secure.
3. For mortise strike application (B) - Position strike to align with fastener. Outline strike plate and inner cutout (to be mortised). Using chisel mortise out the opening to depth of 3/4".
4. Mark and secure.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
H.B. Ives Solid Brass products have a clear, protective lacquer coating which helps prevent discoloration. Do not use abrasive waxes or cleaners.

ASK FOR OTHER FINE DECORATIVE HARDWARE BY H.B. IVES

WINDOW LOCKS  DOOR STOPS  COAT & HAT HOOKS  DOOR BOLTS